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H2  : Dominant in molecular gas 
BUT difficult to be observed 
(small transition probabilities and 
relatively high-excitation levels )

Carbon monoxide (CO): the second 
most abundant molecule –> easily 
excited at low temperatures (e.g. 
~ 5K for the 1st excitation level)

Dense gas molecules: (such as 

HCN, HCO+, CS etc): have high-
dipole moments thus high critical 
densities.

    Molecular gas and ISM

ncrit = Aul/ ∑(Γu≠l)

Aul: Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission

  Γ: Collision rate coefficient



IR and millimeter studies of Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs) in our Galaxy have 
shown that stars form in dense cores (e.g. Evans 1999, 2008; Wu et al 2010)  

Importance of dense molecular gas:
The gas that forms stars... 

The dense gas residing in these cores is best traced by molecules with  high 
critical densities. 
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IR and millimeter studies of Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs) in our Galaxy have 
shown that stars form in dense cores (e.g. Evans 1999, 2008; Wu et al 2010)  

Importance of dense molecular gas:
Which gas is forming stars? 

The dense gas residing in these cores is best traced by molecules with  high 
critical densities. 

Its presence and physical conditions correlate with SFR.



Star Formation laws in galaxies

Dense gas (traced by HCN, CS etc), not the total gas (H2+HI), is the 
key to star formation.

ISSUES
● 'Mixing' populations
● CO-to-H2  conversion factor (constant or varying?)
● Mixing J-transitions
● ...



Challenges
● Are SF laws universal i.e. are the same for local/high-z galaxies or  

different types of galaxies (disks, starbursts)?

● Can we tie the observed SF laws to physical mechanisms 
governing/regulating star formation, and if so what are they?

Aim:
Probe the densest regions in galaxies (where star formation occurs) and derive 
the physical properties of the dense gas, using well-sampled using well-sampled high-J CO SLEDs high-J CO SLEDs 
and/or multi-J observations of heavy rotor moleculesand/or multi-J observations of heavy rotor molecules..

● The nature of the SF laws in the dense gas

● The heating mechanisms occurring within dense gas (ncrit > 104 cm-3) 



(Ultra) Luminous Infrared Galaxies
 Characteristic IR luminosity: 

LIRGs ≥ 1011 L⊙ 

ULIRGs ≥ 1012 L⊙

 Most of their energy (90%-95%) is   
 infrared

 Associated with interactions/mergers

 Mix of starbursts and AGNs

 Rich in molecular gas

NGC 6240

Mrk 231



HerCULES Sample
29 galaxies (z < 0.1) (all observed within the framework of the Herschel 
Comprehensive (U)LIRG Emission Survey, PI: van der Werf).

The galaxies were chosen from the IRAS BGS and fulfill the following criteria: 
S60 > 11.65 Jy  (LIRGs – LIR > 1011 L⊙)

S60 > 16.4 Jy  (ULIRGs – LIR >  1012 L⊙)

JCMT HERSCHEL

               CO J=1-0 to J=4-3                                             CO J=5-4 up to J=13-12
           (Papadopoulos et al. 2012)



Greve, Leonidaki, Xilouris et al. 2014

We study the SF laws for the 
entire CO rotational ladder up to 
J=13-12 for a large, well-defined 
sample of local (U)LIRGs as well as 
high-z dusty star forming galaxies 
(DSFGs)

 

 Functionals of the form 
LFIR = α L’CO + β 

were fitted to the data 

● low- to mid-J CO transitions (up 
to J=5-4)  – >  a~1. 

● CO J=6-5 and beyond – > a < 1 

Observing the CO ladder in local (U)LIRGs 



(Narayanan + 08)

(Narayanan + 08)

(Zhang et al. 2014



Low to mid-J CO lines:

● Our (U)LIRG sample has 
nearly constant fdense = 
Mdense/Mtotal  

(dfdense /dLIR ~ 0)

● For the predicted model or 
some previous studies 
(disks+mergers): 

dfdense /dLIR > 0

(Narayanan + 08)



High-J CO lines:

● Require high densities but also 
high kinetic temperatures to 
be excited 

● No longer trace star forming 
gas, rather warm and dense gas

● FUV radiation at these 
temperatures dissociate CO 
molecules

(Narayanan + 08)

(Zhang et al. 2014

Evidence of a warm (Tkin > 100K) and dense (n > 10 4 cm-3) gas phase:

●  detached from the star formation
● Not tied to UV heating –> Suggestive of alternative heating mechanisms 

(cosmic rays, mechanical heating via SN turbulence/shocks)



A more direct indication of significant amounts of dense and warm gas in our 
(U)LIRG-dominated sample:

● Global CO SLEDs remain 
nearly flat out to J=13-12! 

● Radically different from 
MW/quiescent CO SLEDs 
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A more direct indication of significant amounts of dense and warm gas in our 
(U)LIRG-dominated sample:

● Global CO SLEDs remain 
nearly flat out to J=13-12! 

● Radically different from 
MW/quiescent CO SLEDs 

A detailed analysis of the CO SLEDs, in conjunction with the 

multi-J HCN, CS and HCO+ line data-sets available for many of 
the (U)LIRGs, is needed !!



NGC 6240 and Arp 193 as case studies
(Papadopoulos, Zhang, Xilouris et al. 2014) 

The two CO SLEDs strongly diverge from J=4–3 
onwards, with NGC 6240 having a much higher CO 
line excitation than Arp 193, despite their similar 
low-J CO SLEDs 



NGC6240 and Arp193 as case studies
(Papadopoulos, Zhang, Xilouris et al. 2014) 

The two CO SLEDs for Arp193. The dense components (red, blue dotted lines) are drawn from LVG 
solution space compatible with the HCN SLED of this system while the pink line shows a lower-density 
and lower-temperature component, which accounts for most of the gas mass. 



Rest of the HeRCULEs sample...
In hand a representative flux-limited sample of local LIRGs and 
(U)LIRGs (HeRCULES sample) with:
● Comprehensive coverage of the entire CO ladder (from J=1-0 up to 
J=13-12) 
● All available molecular spectral lines that are good dense gas tracers 
(e.g. CS, HCN, HCO+, HNC, CN).



Sample
In hand a representative flux-limited sample of local LIRGs and 
(U)LIRGs (HeRCULES sample) with:
● Comprehensive coverage of the entire CO ladder (from J=1-0 up to 
J=13-12) 
● All available molecular spectral lines that are good dense gas tracers 
(e.g. CS, HCN, HCO+, HNC, CN).

 Complete census of the molecular Interstellar Medium 

(ISM) to date in a large, homogeneous sample of local 

(U)LIRGs. 



We have embarked on radiative transfer modeling for the HeRCULES sample, using the 
LVG code RADEX (van der Tak et al. 2007)  in order to map a wide parameter space 
[n(H2), Tkin , dv/dr/abundance].
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The best LVG solution ranges are analyzed → construction of their Spectral Line 
Energy Distributions (SLEDs).

Probability density functions (pdfs) for NGC 1365 and Mrk231, as constrained by various heavy rotor lines 
(e.g. HCO+, HCN).

Leonidaki et al., in preparation



These will be matched with the complete CO SLEDs of the galaxies from J=1-0 to 
J=13-12, combining multiple molecules and multiple excitation components where 
necessary. 

This way:

it is possible to disentangle different molecular gas phases and 
possibly different molecular gas heating mechanisms.

It will break the degeneracy between different parameters and will 
probe molecular gas physical conditions ranging from the cold and 
low-density average states in giant molecular clouds all the way up to 
the state of the gas found only near their star-forming regions 

FUTURE PLAN





Which gas is forming stars? - Galactic view
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